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DYNACOAT 100
PREMIUM GRADE

SCRATCH AND LEVEL COAT

Description

Consisting of a Portland cement powder, graded silica aggregates and chemicals carefully
selected and controlled by DYNA. It is a premium performance, high compressive strength
scratch and level coat which when applied over a metal lath, provides a thin and stable
mortar substrate to receive setting material for ceramic tile and natural stone installation. It
has been specifically formulated to form a dense, hard, flexible and water resistant scratch
and level coat. It can also be used as a level coat on horizontal or vertical surfaces when it
is desired that a smooth and even substrate is desired for the installation of ceramic tile.

Limitations

1. Do not use over presswood, particle board, Masonite, chipboard, laun, asbestos board,
gypsum floor patching compounds, metal glass, plastic or any other unstable materials
which are deemed unsuitable substrates for floors.
2. To be used for interior residential floors when mixed with water. Can be used for light
traffic commercial floors when mixed with DYNALASTIC 5000, CERAPLY 5010 or
DYNACRETE 5220.
3. Do not use in tempretures below 10°C (50°F) or above 40°C (104°F).
4. This product when cured is an underlayment and is not intended to be used as an
overlayment.

Surface Preparation

1. Suitable substrates are Exterior Grade Plywood (EGP), CSA-0211 EXTERIOR SELECT
or (SEL TF) Douglas Fir plywood according to COFI classification or cementious surfaces.
The substrate when placed over conventional floor joists shall be of a design so as to
maintain a deflection of not over 1/360th of the span when a live or dead load is placed upon
it. The substrate must be to the recommended tolerances of ANSI A108.5 standards. The
substrate must be structurally sound, solid, stable, dry, clean and free of grease, oil, paint,
dust, tar, wax, primer, sealer or any other substances which may either affect the cure or
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adhesion of this product. Ensure that the substrate is secured with screws and glued where
possible. Ensure that there are at least 3 mm. (1/8“) gaps between the sheets of plywood
and all the perimeters of the plywood.
2. Attach a metal lath and ensure that the metal lath is properly and securly fastened with
metal screws, staples or nails. If possible, it is advisable to using screws, nails or staples
that have corrosion resistance. Butt the joints of the metal lath.
3. It is also advisable to place a cleavage membrane such as 15 lb. roofing felt or 4 mil.
polyethylene film on the wooden subfloor prior to the securement of the metal lath.
4. If the product is to be used on concrete surfaces then it is recommended that the
substrate be primed with BONDCRETE 5210 or DYNACRETE 5220 prior to the application
of this product.

Mixing
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1. Use a clean mixing vessel and pour approximately 3.5 to 4 litres of cold clean water and
then add 22.7 kgs. (50 lbs.) of DYNACOAT 100 gradually while mixing. Use a slow speed
mixer (approximately 150 R.P.M.). Mix thoroughly to a homogeneous and smooth
consistency. Avoid air entrapment by prolonged mixing, which if occurs will lower the
compressive strength of the mortar.
2. Permit the mix to slake for 10 to 15 minutes.
3. Re-stir the entire contents of the vessel without adding any more water to the mix.
4. Wash your mixing tools immediately with water after use.
5. Some stiffening of the mix may occur before all the material is consumed. When this
occurs, simply re-stir by hand or machine, but DO NOT add any more water.
6. The performane of this prouct can be greatly enhanced by the use of DYNALASTIC
5000, CERAPLY 5010 or DYNACRETE 5220 rather than gauging water.

Application

SCRATCH AND LEVEL COAT

1. With a flat edged trowel or wooden float, work and screed the mix to completly fill in the
metal lath.
2. Ensure that the mortar has a minimum thickness of 1/4“ when floated and that it is
uniform.
3. Ensure that DYNACOAT 100 cures at least 24 hours prior to the application of a mortar
bed.
4. It is recommended that a DYNA brand of tile adhesive or tile mortar be used for the
installation of the final surface.

Expansion and Control Joints

Provide expansion and control joints where specified. Do not cover any expansion joints
with mortar. Follow ANSI AN 3.8, “Requirements for Expansion Joints”.

Approximate Coverage

Per 22.7 kg. bag, will cover approximately 3 to 4 sq. metres (30 to 45 sq. feet) when applied
1/4“ thick.

Cleaning

Wash your tools with water immediately after use. Clean your hands with water.

Protection

Protect the area of application from foot traffic or heavy hammering from adjacent surfaces
while curing. The initial cure is 24 hours. Final cure is 28 days.
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Safety Warnings

This product is corrosive as it contains Portland cement. Portland cement when mixed with
water results in a solution of calcium hydroxide and is therefore injurious to the eyes and
can cause skin irritation. Protect eyes with goggles and your hands with waterproof gloves.
If splashed in eyes, flush thoroughly for at least 15 minutes and then consult a physician
immediately. In case of ingestion drink water and seek mediacal attention immediately.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Notice
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DYNA shall not be liable for incidental and consequential damages indirectly or directly
sustained, nor for any loss or injury by the application of this product or for any other
intended use. Before using, the user shall determine the suitability of the product for its
intended use and the user will assume all risks and liabilities that may arise in connection
therewith. DYNA’s liability is expressly limited to the replacement of products proven
defective.
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Technical Support

If you have any questions or if you need any additional information on DYNA’s products,
please consult our website www.dyna.ca or reach us by e-mail at: mail@dyna.ca
To acquire material and safety literature, please contact our office.

SCRATCH AND LEVEL COAT
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SCRATCH AND LEVEL COAT
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We support the following organizations:

NAFTA Region / Corporate Head Office 37 Creditstone Road
Concord (ON) Canada L4K 1N3
CARICOM Region Lot 19, Naggo Head
Industrial Estate, Bridgeport Post Office,
St. Catherine, Jamaica

? Questions:
mail@dyna.ca
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1 866-861-6424
1 876 998 6519
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